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Ever wondered why the crime rate in the Tamar Valley is so low? You would probably be 

thinking…. “The Rural Setting”, “The Friendly People”, “Is that true, did he make that up?”. 

But from the weeks hash at Tamar Trails I have a new theory, Uncle is a crime fighting 

ninja. The hash this week included near vertical scrambling, precipitous ledges, and Milko 

and Half Pint deciding to have a go on the ropes course. To set such a hash, one must 

have the reflexes beyond normal humans! But great fun to run it though. 

 

To add to my theory Von Trap was seen dragging two “sleeping bags” that he had found 

along the way. The items confiscated from the crimes me thinks! Being mightily public 

spirited Von Trapp disposed of them for us.  

 

The run was also lined with unexpected traps. Slippery Nipples was “barked” (not sure 

what that means, my notes look terrible), Squits fell fowl to barb wire not once but twice, 

and I myself fell into a cunningly hidden stream. Who would have expected such things in 

a wood? Many chose to try and avoid such things, taking a shorter way back. Don’t worry I 

will name no names (except for Hot Rocks).  
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Uncle isn’t the only one with a hidden set of skills. K2 was seen taking up the role of 

Tamar Valley Reserve tour guide for some ramblers, while Milko showed some proper skill 

in dog carrying. Saying that I am not sure where the dog was while he was on the ropes 

course. 

 

Right, aside from my uncovering of hash-wide conspiracies, an important note about next 

week. To avoid it being dark by the end of the hash we will be starting at 7.30pm prompt, 

so try to be a bit early. The more forward thinking of you will probably want to bring a torch. 

Also being over at Grandpa’s you can use the pool, so bring a swimming cossy if you want 

a dip.  

 

 

I’ve been Well Shafted, and after that this Hashmag, you probably feel the same. 

 

ON-ON!! 

 

P.S. An interesting piece of advice from Raunchy on writing the hashmag: “Just put in 

loads of pictures. Basically thank hare, picture, brambles, picture, brambles and you are 

done.” 


